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Miracle deliverance 

 SOliTarY SaTaniST 
BLACK WITCHCRAFT IN AMERICA~ AFRICA 

PaT HOllidaY, PH.d.    

 
IT’S GETTING DARKER! 
 
Charles Williams wrote 
in Witchcraft, "It is cold, 
it is hungry, it is violent, 
it is illusory. The warm 
blood and intercourse at 
the Sabbat do not satisfy 
it. It wants something 
more ... it wants souls." 
 
The focus of this book, Solitary 
Satanist reveals the deadly 
consequences demonic 
supernatural powers upon Jeff 
Bates (not his real name) life. 
Pat Holliday describes Jeff’s 
diabolic attack using black 
magic, hexes spells and demons 
upon people as he was directed 
by demons as a result of joining 
Satan’s kingdom of 

wickedness.”    
 
Bates says, “I am a former Satanist. As a disciple of the Prince of Darkness, hundreds of times, 
I'd conjured black magic on my satanic altar.  I had cast thousands of spells designed to kill or 
afflict illness or to control other people's lives as well as my own.  Frequently, stoned out of my 
mind, I’d search for things like graveyard dirt, animal’s blood, chicken bones and feathers, cat 
whiskers, salt and ashes, usually tied up in red flannel cloth.  Satan was teaching me how to use 
his different charms to inflict ailments like infertility, helplessness, distress, anger, fears. . . .  
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Then animal sacrifices were no longer satisfying to my blood thirsty demons. They wanted more 
. . .  they wanted human sacrifices . . . the demons were driving me deeper into insanity. 
 
Bates was a willing slave to Satan’s delusions. He says, “It was a hot scorching July night as I sat 
glaring at the open door to my satanic temple.  The overwhelming mysteries of candles glow 
flickered in the veiled room casting menacing dancing shadows on the inverted cross and the 
pentagram. I'd gone to the graveyard and pulled out a real chalky human skull.  It was so dark 
out there, yes, so dark and so forever eerie. With every step, my jaw became firmer, my muscles 
tighter, my heart more eager.  It felt almost like an uncontrolled hunger.  The skull sat as a still 
piece of stone . . .  I was watching scenes that only demons and a few pair of human eyes had 
ever witnessed.  The clear amber stones that I'd put in each of its eye cavities shimmered 
mystically because of the lit candle in the center.  Most ominous of all, scorched remnants of a 
Bible lay in various parts of the room flaunting Satan’s steadfast contempt for God's Word.  
Bates tells of sacrificing animals and torturing people and eventually dropping into human 
sacrifices. He describes his heinous acts. “Lots of times, I'd get cats roaming the streets. Little 
kittens are easiest to get a hold of.  I'd slit the cat's throat and then sprinkle blood on that cursed 
person's doorstep as some sort of warning.  I was a violent man who enjoyed creating incidents 
of horror to inflict into another person's life.  This may sound to you like nightmares of the 
damned, and they are . . .  but, they happened.   It may be hard for you to even conceive that here 
in America these primitive things are happening.” 
 
My life had become a kaleidoscope of satanic insanity.  Oh, how I wanted to get out of this mess, 
but how?  I wondered if the demons watched my every move.  Did they know what I was 
thinking, too?  From the beginning, I had begun to hear voices in the back of my head . . . They 
were there and drawing me deeper and deeper into darkness.  I couldn't stop it; the demons inside 
of me were telling me to go ahead and do it.  This is Bates journey from the darkest place 
imaginable. Yet, he found himself facing the light of Jesus Christ. I saw a great panoramic 
picture of my life appear . . . Then Jesus appeared, He said, “Jeff. I turned my face to the wall. I 
have nothing to say to You.” Jesus said, “Well, I have something to say to you . . .”      
 
This is not an isolated case…. It’s happening everywhere. 
 
There are churches that have tattoo-piercing going on … it unbelievable how dark America has 
become and the Christian Church dances on, praising their new lord and cannot even see that 
Jesus has long ago departed. 
 
May God have mercy. 
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If you were to ask a witch if there were different types of witchcraft, the answer would be, 'yes'. White witchcraft 
and black witchcraft. A "black" witch practices magic that will aid selfish needs no matter how it affects others. A 
"white" witch claims to have power to heal the sick and give them protection from evil spirits, and to be concerned 
with helping others. The Bible makes no distinction between white and black witchcraft. It all comes from the same 
source: Satan. 
 
Animal and Human Sacrifices 
A local pastor brought Alice Smith to me. “She is a member of the local coven but she says that 

she wants to be free.” 
 
We ministered to Alice. She wept and acted 
like she really wanted to be saved and set free. 
However, after several months, the Lord 
showed me, Pat Holliday, that she was still 
attending the coven meetings. He told me just 
to preach to her and show love. 
 
One night the devils became very inflamed 
and manifested. They said through her voice, 
“We hate you more than all the Christians. 
We tried to get Alice to kill you, but she 
won’t do it. She said that you are the only one 
that has ever shown her love!” 
 
After that, Alice left the church. However, one 
night she called me and said. “Satan is 
stronger than Jesus.” I replied, “No he is not!” 

She said, “I am at a Satanist meeting.  I’ve just seen them take a knife and cut another woman 
from her breast all the way down to her pelvis. Then they grabbed her heart and drank the blood 
while it was still pumping.”  
 
“Alice,” I said, “that doesn’t make Satan stronger than Jesus. I love you.” 
 
“You love me? Why? I’m a witch!” 
 
“I love your soul, just as Jesus loves you. Jesus shows me that you will not be without cause 
when He judges you. He has shown you great grace. You have chosen to reject Him.”  
 
“Satan is Lord,” she shouted into the phone and hung it up. 
 
God hates witchcraft because He understands the depth of evil that it can take a person. He 
knows that it involves Satan taking captives to serve him throughout eternity and very few that 
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walk through this dark door ever returns. 
 
 
BLACK AND WHITE 
If you were to ask a witch if there were different types of witchcraft, the answer would be, 'yes'. 
White witchcraft and black witchcraft. A "black" witch practices magic that will aid selfish needs 
no matter how it affects others. A "white" witch claims to have power to heal the sick and give 
them protection from evil spirits, and to be concerned with helping others. The Bible makes no 
distinction between white and black witchcraft. It all comes from the same source: Satan 
 
Animal and Human Sacrifices 
A local pastor brought Alice Smith to me. “She is a member of the local coven but she says that 
she wants to be free.” 
 
We ministered to Alice. She wept and acted like she really wanted to be saved and set free. 
However, after several months, the Lord showed me that she was still attending the coven 
meetings. He told me just to preach to her and show love. 
 
One night the devils became very inflamed and manifested. They said through her voice, “We 
hate you more than all the Christians. We tried to get Alice to kill you, but she won’t do it. She 
said that you are the only one that has ever shown her love!” 
  
After that, Alice left the church. However, one night she called me and said. “Satan is stronger 
than Jesus.” I replied, “No he is not!” She said, “I am at a Satanist meeting.  I’ve just seen them 
take a knife and cut another woman from her breast all the way down to her pelvis. Then they 
grabbed her heart and drank the blood while it was still pumping.”  
 
“Alice,” I said, “that doesn’t make Satan stronger than Jesus. I love you.” 
“You love me? Why? I’m a witch!” 
 
“I love your soul, just as Jesus loves you. Jesus shows me that you will not be without cause 
when He judges you. He has shown you great grace. You have chosen to reject Him.”  
 
“Satan is Lord,” she shouted into the phone and hung it up. 
 
God hates witchcraft because He understands the depth of evil that it can take a person. He 
knows that it involves Satan taking captives to serve him throughout eternity and very few that 
walk through this dark door ever returns. 
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Underwater Witchcraft 
 
TESTIMONY FROM BISHOP VAGALAS KANCO 
“Therefore rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in 
them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! 
for the devil is come down unto you, having great 
wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short 
time”   (Rev. 12:12). 

 
WITCHES-WIZARDS UNDERWATER  

One of the works that are given to witches-
wizards under the waters of the sea is to manage 
maternity centers in the village. When a woman 
comes to a maternity center for assistance to have 
a baby, a certain month would be chosen for the 
baby to be born or to die. But other months the 
babies would live. The answer to the problem of 
being barren, an agent is supposedly able to cure 
this childless condition by using the witchcraft 

powers of jujus. This form of witchcraft is considered the highest level. 
 
If a barren woman goes to a native witch doctor, she would be asked to bring 

certain things such as human bones ashes that were used to cook food for her. 
When she becomes pregnant and gives birth she does not deliver a normal human 
being. It could appear as a usual baby but it is a spiritually formed baby. In many 
women who are barren, the problems could be caused by demons. It is not a rare 
thing for a woman to be barren on earth but have children in the sea! 

 
Some of the goods found in these maternity centers include eggs from the 

fetuses of pregnant women, human meat, flour made from human bones, bread 
made from human brains, peanuts from human teeth, vegetable oil from human 
bone marrow. 

 
People receive curses and hardships into their lives and fall sick after eating 

such foods. 
 
Some areas that people seek help by visiting a witch doctor are: 
Material and financial prosperity 
To succeed in one’s job 

 

The Witchdoctor and 
the Man Finds Jesus 

Pat Holliday/ Vagalas 
Kanco 
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To succeed in business, easy promotion 
To succeed in school or university 
To succeed in music industry 
To become famous 
To succeed in prostitution and attract rich clients 
To succeed with opposite sex  
To succeed in marriage 
 
THE POWER OF THE WIZARDS 

 In Africa, a middle-class wizard is considered to be a very powerful person. 
This means that if another person claims to be a witch or wizard and is not sharp. 
We can eliminate this individual. If you are not serving Jesus, the demons will try 
to kill you too. In the kingdom of the darkness, everyday witches and wizards try 
to test each other’s power. If one wizard meets another person who claims to have 
supernatural powers, a wizard will want to see if that person is more forceful. This 
testing extends to Christians who say they have spiritual power. The way this 
power works is, a witch or wizard will fly and scan the Believers before they 
attempt to work their spells. 

 
They do this because every witch or wizard knows that if a curse is sent upon a 

person and if the mission fails, the demons will return and use their powers upon 
the attacking wizard. In fact, the demons will bring ten more powerful new demons 
that will attack the wizard. Therefore, the wizard will send “scanning demons” to 
see if they can accomplish their attack before they attempt to strike. If the targeted 
person is living a holy life and is covered by the blood of Jesus, a wise wizard will 
not attack.  

 
 WITCHES’ POTS 
Every wizard is required to have a witch pot in which he must prepare human 

flesh for ritualism. Before I received Jesus, whenever I needed a human sacrifice to 
work ritualism, I would turn myself into a crocodile and look for a swimmer in a 
lake, river or sea. This spiritualized crocodile would pull the person down under 
the water and then spew some kind of slime over the victim’s body. Then the 
person would spring back to the top of the water. The victim would scream and 
thrash around in fear. The people with the victim would try to grab and try to hold 
on but the oozy matter topped them from being able to maintain their grip of the 
body. The body would slip from their grasp and sink again and again. Then the 
spiritual crocodile could pull the body up the water about fifty kilometers. 
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Afterward, I would take the body parts for my sacrifice. The people were busy 

looking in the area where they last saw the victim. Several days later, the body 
would wash up somewhere else down the stream. In those days, if I, as a wizard, 
wanted to kill a person, I could look into their stomach and could see everything 
about them. Then spiritually, I would put my hand into their stomach and break 
their intestines. Then within the next twenty-five minutes the person would have a 
stomachache, pains. Soon, the situation would become very serious and the person 
would die. 

 
I had many spiritual eyes that Satan put around my head. I could see in all 

directions, front, back and sides at any time. A high level wizard has special 
weapons so that he can defeat his spiritual opponents. 

 
  STREET CHILDREN CAPTURED 
Some children who were captured by witches and wizards from the City Under 

the Sea can be rescued and converted. I personally have known many of these 
human children that have been converted to Christianity. In our church in Africa, 
we have children who have found the grace of God through salvation. We will tell 
them about Jesus but we will not let them receive Christ unless they bring their 
witches’ pots and witchcraft boxes to the church. These pots and boxes are filled 
with sorcery, magical things, such as witches fetishes, charms, cross, powder, and 
“holy water.” We destroy the demonic powers over these pots and articles through 
prayer in the Name of Jesus. In conclusion, it has been our experience that if we try 
to convert them without getting these articles, they will just return back to 
witchcraft. The witches will simply draw them back through the magical powers of 
the blood sacrifices conjured in their pots. 

 
CHILDREN UNDER THE SEA 
There are many children in the underwater city. Some of these children belong 

to witchcraft families. However many of these children are spiritual beings while 
others are hungry street children that have been captured by Satan’s agents and 
turned to witchcraft. These are children who been abandoned by their parents and 
roam the streets. Sadly they are “throwaways” and prime candidates targeted by 
the witches/wizard to turn them into witches and wizards.  
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The queens of covens and the kings of wizards pick up street children.  These 
poor children are fed potions of human flesh and drink human blood from their 
witches’ pots. Soon they are captured, enslaved, and brought to the City Under the 
Sea to be trained as Satan’s agents. Since these children are not born full blood into 
the craft, they can never rise to the leadership of the powers of darkness. However, 
they can be trained to be used as Satan’s agents. Once they come to the underwater 
city, they go through initiation rites chanting and bathing them in blood, using both 
animal and human sacrifices. Here, human blood is used to appease the demigods. 
In exchange, they hope to be blessed by these gods with good fortune. They are 
given small pots, incense burners; special salts or herbs; bells or gongs; tribal 
drums; animal parts; bones; candles; incense; amulets; talismans; charms. They are 
taught to practice rituals, such as ESP powers, and talking to the spirits. They have 
a morbid fascination with the dead or with death. They mar their flesh with self 
mutilation.  They have a fascination with blood, including cutting themselves or 
marking with tattoos or body paint.  

 
 These children will show unusual body movements and effects such as 

twitching, tics, rocking, glazed eyes, head banging, moaning or groaning, chanting. 
Lack of empathy toward the hurts in other people's lives.  They act cruelly with 
inhumane acts against people and animals, or acts of vandalism. The demons tell 
them to give away meals to their relatives to gain demonic power over them. Of 
course they will put magical potions in these meals. 

 Many times these children are directed to work evil powers against their 
relatives, sometimes even bringing about death to them to prove their loyalty to 
Satan.  These children are hardened in their hearts and they turn against their 
mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and aunties to kill them. 

 
It is a chilling story, but true. In Africa, we don’t have kitchens in our churches 

as the churches in America do. The reason is that witches/wizards sometime try to 
use evil potions to draw weak people out of the church and into their arms. We are 
very protective concerning our Christian children. 

 
These children that are trained under the sea by demons adopt a philosophy or 

attitude that shows a reversal of norms; for example, bad is good and good is bad. 
They have an animosity and cynicism toward Christianity, including God, Jesus 
Christ, the Bible, the church, pastors, youth leaders, and Christian ideals and 
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ethics. Here is where homeless street children will be trained to become Satan’s 
agents to steal souls. They are sent into churches to destroy them. Many well-
meaning Christians cannot discern the evil nature of these children because they 
simply see them as children. Notwithstanding, the demons that use the bodies of 
these children to control them are shrewd. At the same time, these evil demons are 
under the control of Satan. The demons simply use the bodies of the children to 
rob, kill and destroy. 

 
The sea children are able to cause great confusion and divisions among the 

church people. Some of the children from the City Under the Sea are used on the 
beaches to sell seashells to the tourists from all over the world. The unsuspecting 
buyer will take these shells home. The demons will attach themselves to these 
shells. This is a way that Satan can work powers through the shells as a point of 
contact. He uses them to destroy them and work evil in their homes. They can 
cause depression, loss of sleep, frequent nightmares, paranoia or excessive fear, 
restlessness. 

 
I know a woman that took a beautiful shell from a child on the beach. She said 

his eyes had the sunken hollowed look that looked like black endless pools with 
largely dilated glassy pupils. Then she began to have sexual tormenting dreams. 
Suddenly, her yard filled with frogs. The Holy Spirit revealed to her to destroy the 
shell. She did and the dreams disappeared and so did the frogs. 

 
Child witches and wizards can also be seen flying at night streaking like fiery 

rockets in the sky. Sometimes they can be seen whizzing through the night like 
fireworks. Midday is another dangerous time for a wizard, for then no man can cast 
a shadow. The superstition is that his soul has temporarily disappeared. A soul and 
shadow being equal, invisible spirits are looking for an abode. Children are 
forbidden to play with their shadows by candlelight lest they tie them in knots or 
lose them. These witchcraft-controlled children each have many snake spirits in 
their stomachs and these evil spirits are the mediums of their evil assignments. 

 
One young boy, seven years old, recently appeared in our church. He had 

painted his shoes with the mixture of human blood from his victims and a red dye. 
He confessed that he was the king of wizards of his coven. He told our church that 
he had five snakes in his stomach, one red, one white, and three black ones. He 
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said that he used these snakes to kill people for his sacrifices. I know that it is hard 
for a normal mind to believe these things, but I have him confessing this on 
videotape! 

 
Another young girl came into the church. She was nine years old. She told us 

that she was the Queen of her coven. She told us that she was sent into the church 
to destroy it. I’ve personally seen many of these agents from under the water in 
other churches freely working without detection. 

 
Here is an interesting Scripture in this context: “Though they dig into Scheol, 

from there shall My hand take them: And though they ascend into heaven, From 
there shall I bring them down, And though they hide on the summit of Carmel, I 
will search them out and take them from there: and though they conceal themselves 
from My sight on the floor of the sea, from there I will command the serpent, and it 
will bite them . . . ” (Amos 9:2-3). 

 
Here is a Scripture that connects the underworld compartment, Sheol, and the 

serpent in the bottom of the sea. It was a serpent in the Garden of Eden that 
ensnared Eve. This same creature is used in (Rev. 20:2), as a description of Satan. 
The Scripture links sea serpents with Sheol, an underground abode of departed 
spirits. Even “Sheol” (Hebrew) means “a place of inquiry” to bring fear into the 
hearts of men that they would repent “by the storms of life” to the gentle breeze of 
the Holy Spirit. 

 
IS THE DEVIL REAL?   
Even many Christians do not believe that Satan is real. They also do not 

believe in Hell. There is no fear of God and so they no longer bother praying for, 
or teach their children the Word. “And the great dragon was cast out, that old 
Serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast 
out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.” (Rev. 12:9).  

 
I find it very interesting that in today’s world for anyone not to believe that 

Satan is very real and that he has targeted our children. As you look around, you 
can see that children are being attacked from every conceivable place possible. 
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“But these, as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed, speak evil 
of the things that they understand not; and shall utterly perish in their own 
corruption; 

 
13 And shall receive the reward of unrighteousness, as they that count it 

pleasure to riot in the day time. Spots they are and blemishes, sporting themselves 
with their own deceivings while they feast with you; 

 
14 Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling 

unstable souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed 
children: 

 
15 Which have forsaken the right way, and are gone astray, following the way 

of Balaam the son of Bosor, who loved the wages of unrighteousness; 
 
16 But was rebuked for his iniquity: the dumb ass speaking with man's voice 

forbad the madness of the prophet. 
 
17 These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a tempest; to 

whom the mist of darkness is reserved for ever.” (2 Peter 2:12-17)  KJV 
 

"Trust in Him at all times."  
Psalm 62:8  

Faith is as much the rule of temporal as of spiritual life; we ought to have faith in 
God for our earthly affairs as well as for our heavenly business. It is only as we 
learn to trust in God for the supply of all our daily need that we shall live above the 
world. We are not to be idle, that would show we did not trust in God, who 
worketh hitherto, but in the devil, who is the father of idleness. We are not to be 
imprudent or rash; that were to trust chance, and not the living God, who is a God 
of economy and order. Acting in all prudence and uprightness, we are to rely 
simply and entirely upon the Lord at all times.  

Let me commend to you a life of trust in God in temporal things. Trusting in God, 
you will not be compelled to mourn because you have used sinful means to grow 
rich. Serve God with integrity, and if you achieve no success, at least no sin will lie 
upon your conscience. Trusting God, you will not be guilty of self-contradiction. 
He who trusts in craft, sails this way to-day, and that way the next, like a vessel 
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tossed about by the fickle wind; but he that trusteth in the Lord is like a vessel 
propelled by steam, she cuts through the waves, defies the wind, and makes one 
bright silvery straightforward track to her destined haven. Be you a man with 
living principles within; never bow to the varying customs of worldly wisdom. 
Walk in your path of integrity with steadfast steps, and show that you are 
invincibly strong in the strength which confidence in God alone can confer. Thus 
you will be delivered from carking care, you will not be troubled with evil tidings, 
your heart will be fixed, trusting in the Lord. How pleasant to float along the 
stream of providence! There is no more blessed way of living than a life of 
dependence upon a covenant-keeping God. We have no care, for He careth for us; 
we have no troubles, because we cast our burdens upon the Lord 

 
 

Pat Holliday, Ph.D. 

9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804 

Jacksonville, Florida 32257 

(904) 733 8318 
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Yes you may copy and pass this to your pastor and friends. 
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